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Phylogenetic basics

n rooted vs unrooted 
n binary vs non-binary
n tree vs tree-shape
n trees encoded by

q cluster/splits
q induced subtree
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1.3 Phylogenetic trees
We first define a rooted phylogenetic X -tree to be a tree T with directed edges in which

• X is the set of leaves (vertices of out-degree 0),

• all the edges are directed away from some root vertex ρ,

• every nonleaf (interior) vertex has out-degree at least 2.

The set X here may be a set of biological “species” (or, more generally “taxa”); how-
ever, in other applications of phylogenetics, X might be a set of languages (for which T
describes their evolutionary history), strains of a virus (HIV, influenza virus, etc.), or a
set of extant cells in a tumor (for which T describes how these developed from a single
mutant cell).

Figure 1.4(a) shows a simple biological example of a rooted phylogenetic X -tree for a
set X of five species. This reveals one relationship that is perhaps surprising to most non-
biologists: the genetic data indicate that fungi are more closely related genealogically to
animals than to plants. The interior vertices of a phylogenetic tree represent hypothetical
ancestral species, with the root ρ being the “most recent common ancestor” of the species
at the leaves.

mushroomcat daisy rice bacteria

mushroom

cat daisy rice

bacteria

ρ

(b)(a)

Figure 1.4. (a) A rooted phylogenetic tree with root ρ. (b) The associated unrooted phyloge-
netic tree obtained by ignoring (suppressing) the root vertex of the tree in (a).

We will think of two rooted phylogenetic X -trees as being equivalent if they are iso-
morphic as rooted trees by an isomorphism that is the identity map on X (i.e., the trees
are equivalent up to relabeling of the nonleaf vertices). When T and T ′ are equivalent, we
will denote this by writing T ∼= T ′. To the biologist, equivalent rooted trees tell the same
story of how lineages split into the species we observe today, even though the trees may
have different timing events for these splittings or be drawn in the plane in different ways.
The most informative rooted binary trees (i.e., the trees that display the largest number
of branching events) are the ones for which every interior vertex has out-degree exactly 2
(these are the rooted binary phylogenetic X -trees).

A convenient way to represent rooted phylogenetic trees is by representing the branch-
ing structure using nested parentheses and commas (referred to as “Newick format”). For
example, the tree in Fig. 1.4(a) can be written as (((cat, mushroom), (daisy, rice)), bacte-
ria). In the case of three species, we will often write xy|z in place of ((x, y), z). Notice that
any rooted phylogenetic tree always contains a cherry (two leaves adjacent to a common
vertex).

Rooted trees appeal to biologists, since they show evolution happening through time,
from the past to the present. However, it is often more convenient to consider unrooted
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Random trees:

n Kingman coalescent trees – ignore ranking + branch lengths
n Yule pure-birth trees – ignore branch lengths
n Birth-death trees – look at the reconstructed (or ‘reduced’) trees

n Theorem: All three give rise to the same discrete probability 
distribution on rooted binary phylogenetic trees.
q Yule-Harding (YH) distribution
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44 Chapter 3. Tree shape and random discrete phylogenies
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Figure 3.3. (i) A birth-death tree showing speciation and extinction. (ii) The associated dis-
crete “reconstructed tree.” (iii) Growing a tree by the YH process.

To obtain a binary tree shape under the YH model, we start with a tree shape on two
leaves and sequentially attach leaves, attaching a new leaf at each step to one of the leaf
edges chosen uniformly at random from the tree constructed so far. For example, the
probabilities of generating the fork and caterpillar tree shapes are 1

3 and 2
3 , respectively,

since from the (unique) tree shape on three leaves, we can attach a new leaf to exactly one
of the three leaf edges to obtain a fork tree shape or to any two of these leaf edges to obtain
a caterpillar tree shape (see Fig. 3.3(iii)).

Once we have built up a tree with n leaves in this way, we obtain a random tree shape
on n leaves, and we can now label the leaves of this tree shape according to a permutation
on {1,2, . . . , n} chosen uniformly at random. This is the YH probability distribution on
RB(n).

We now explain how to compute the probability of a YH tree shape and that of any
rooted phylogenetic tree with this shape. First, let us grow a tree under the YH process
until it has n leaves and then randomly select one of the two subtrees incident with the
root (say, the “left-hand one,” since the orientation in the plane plays no role) and let Zn
denote the number of leaves in this tree. Remarkably, Zn has a completely flat distribu-
tion.

Lemma 3.1. Zn has a uniform distribution between 1 and n− 1, so

!(Zn = i) =
1

n− 1
, for i = 1, . . . , n− 1.

Proof: The random process Z1,Z2, . . . can be exactly described as a special case of a classical
process in probability called Pólya’s urn. This consists of an urn that initially has a blue
balls and b red balls. At each step, a ball is sampled uniformly at random and returned
to the urn along with another ball of the same color. In our setting, a = b = 1, and
“blue” corresponds to the left-hand subtree and “red” to the right-hand subtree in the YH
tree. At each step, the uniform process of leaf attachment ensures that Zn has exactly the
same probability distribution as the number of blue balls in the urn after n− 2 steps. It
is well known, and easily shown by induction, that in Pólya’s urn with a = b = 1, the
proportion of blue balls has a uniform distribution.

Lemma 3.1 provides the key to computing the YH probability of a tree.
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Figure 9.7. In the tree on the left, the gene tree Tg = ab |c matches the species tree Ts = ab |c ;
on the right, the trees are different. A long interior edge (due to a small population size and/or a long
period of time) makes a match more likely (in the left-hand tree) than what would apply for the shorter
interior edge (i.e., large population size and/or shorter period of time, as shown on the right). In all cases,
a match between the species tree and gene tree is more likely than the gene tree being any one particular
alternative tree (however, a match may still have probability less than 1

2 for a sufficiently short interior
edge).

for rational coefficients c (k)i j that have an exact expression, derived by Simon Tavaré in
1984 [353].

To apply the multispecies coalescent to ILS, let us first consider the case of three
species, with Ts = ab |c . If l is the length of the interior edge of Ts (in coalescent time
units), then

!(!g = Ts |Ts , l ) =
1
3

e− l +(1− e− l ) = 1− 2
3

e− l . (9.24)

For either of the two trees T ̸= Ts ,

!(!g = Ts |Ts , l ) =
1
3

e− l . (9.25)

Equations (9.24) and (9.25) show that this model predicts that the species tree is always
the most probable gene phylogeny. This means that for a large collection of rooted gene
trees on the same three species, we can infer the correct species tree by simply taking a
vote: estimate the species tree to be the tree that is supported by the largest number of
gene trees. Assuming that each gene tree is independently generated by the multispecies
coalescent process, the probability that the tree with the largest number of votes coincides
with the species tree converges to 1 as the number of genes grows.

Equations (9.24) and (9.25) also reveal that (i) the two alternative trees have equal prob-
ability and (ii) the difference ∆ between the most-probable tree (i.e., Ts ) and any alterna-
tive gives an estimate of l , namely

l = − ln(1−∆).

Given knowledge about one of the two factors that determine l (population size and time-
scale) the other can be inferred. One example concerns a large-scale phylogenetic study
of primate species (human, chimpanzee, gorilla, orangutan, rhesus), in which human (H),
chimpanzee (C) and gorilla (G) form a cluster. In [123], the authors investigated the rela-
tive support for the three rooted trees on these three species. It was found that around 77%
of genes supported HC|G and 11–12% supported each of CG|H and HG|C. From these
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Human/Chimp/Gorilla 
(HC)G ~78%
(GC)H ~11% (HG)C ~11%

(Ebersberger et al. MBE 2007)

l



ILS: gene tree probabilities

n n =4
q Take interior branch lengths very short
(so all lineage coalesce above root)

q So for any one of the 12 unbalanced trees (shape on right) there are branch 
lengths for which each of the 3 balanced trees has higher probability.

n For n>4: 
Is there always a bias towards more ‘balanced’ trees? 
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Figure 3.1. Top: The two tree shapes for rooted binary trees on four leaves: (a) the fork and
(b) the caterpillar tree shape. The stabilizer subgroup of a phylogenetic tree having the fork shape is
isomorphic to the dihedral group of symmetries of a square. Bottom: The two symmetries shown (α and
β in (c)) correspond to reflections in (d) that generate this group.

binary trees and nonbinary trees, similar formulae apply, though more complex symme-
tries arise, as described in Section 1.2.4. For example, an unrooted binary tree can have a
twofold symmetry about a central edge and a symmetry of order 3! about a central ver-
tex. Only the size of the symmetry group is important for us here, rather than a detailed
description of its algebraic structure (which relies on the notion of wreath product).

Notice that the number of symmetry vertices in a rooted binary tree with n leaves
is, at most, the number of powers of 2 in n!. Moreover, at least one rooted binary tree
achieves this bound, by a simple parity argument: the number of binary phylogenetic
trees of shape T is n!/2s (T ), and the sum of the numbers of equivalent-shaped trees in
RB(n) is equal to the size of RB(n) which is (2n−3)!!, which, in turn, is an odd number,
so there must be an odd number (and hence at least one) phylogeny T for which n!/2s (T )

is odd.
We end this first section by considering the number r̃n of rooted binary tree shapes

on n leaves. We saw in Chapter 2 that if the leaves of these shapes are labeled (to give
the trees in RB(n)), there is a simple and explicit formula for the size of this class, namely
r b (n) = (2n−3)!!. However, for r̃n , one must be content with recursions and asymptotic
results, which can be derived from a functional equation. To describe this, let

r̃ (x) =
!
n≥1

r̃n xn = x + x2 + x3 + 2x4 + 3x5 + 6x6 + 11x7 + · · · ,

which is the (ordinary) generating function for the numbers r̃n (called the Wedderburn–
Etherington numbers). Then r̃ (x) is fully determined by the following equation:

r̃ (x) = x +
1
2
( r̃ 2(x) + r̃ (x2)). (3.2)
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ILS: anomalous gene trees

n Theorem [Rosenberg, Degnan, 2005]
q For any binary species tree T with five or more species, there 

exists an anomolous gene tree.

n Thus, any simple ‘voting’ strategy using gene trees is a statistically 
inconsistent estimator of the species tree.

n However, consistent methods exist.

Gene tree T is an anomalous gene tree (AGT) for species tree Ts (Ts 6= T ) if
for some branch lengths ` for Ts,

P(Tg = T |Ts, `) > P(Tg = Ts|Ts, `)



Simple proof that statistically consistency methods exist

Allman, Elizabeth S., James H. Degnan and John A. Rhodes. Determining species tree topologies from 
clade probabilities under the coalescent. J. Theor. Biol. 289 (2011): 96-106.

µ(A) = expected frequency of gene trees that contain A as a cluster

If µ(A) > 1/3 then A is a cluster in the species tree

Proposition [Allman et al.  2011]

What about clusters?

n A rooted binary tree T is uniquely determined by its induced rooted 3-leaf trees.
n We saw above, each 3-leaf trees can be recovered in a statistically consistent way
n Thus T can too.



ILS: AGTs and ‘wicked forests’

J.H. Degnan, J.A. Rhodes / Theoretical Population Biology 105 (2015) 17–23 19

Fig. 2. A wicked forest with three balanced 8-taxon species trees. Branch lengths are drawn to scale with the total depth of the tree equal to 0.11 coalescent units. For each
species tree i 2 {I, II, III}, the two gene trees with the matching topology for species tree j 2 {I, II, III} r {i} are AGTs for species tree i. Species tree I in Newick format is
(((A : 0.108, B : 0.108) : 0.001, (C : 0.009,H : 0.009) : 0.1) : 0.0010, ((D : 0.0797,G : 0.0797) : 0.03, (E : 0.0097, F : 0.0097) : 0.100) : 0.0003).

Definition 2. A gene tree, T , on taxa X is a rooted binary tree on X .

Definition 3. Given a species tree � = ( , �), the matching gene
tree is the gene tree TM isomorphic to  as a leaf-labeled tree.

Though it is in some sense artificial to distinguish between
 and TM , we do so in order to keep clear the difference in
viewpoint between the fixed topological species tree  and one
of the possible states, TM , of the gene tree random variable under
the coalescent model.

Probabilities of an event E under the 1-sample per taxon
coalescent model on a species tree � are denoted P� (E). In
particular, the probability of a gene tree T is P� (T ). (See Degnan
and Salter, 2005, for details on computations of such probabilities.)

Definition 4 (Degnan and Rosenberg, 2006). A gene tree T is said to
be an anomalous gene tree (AGT) for a species tree � = ( , �) if
P� (T ) > P� (TM).

AGTs are significant, since their existence thwarts picking
the most frequently occurring gene tree in a sample as the
estimate of the species tree (Degnan and Rosenberg, 2006).
Though intuitively appealing, this democratic vote method is not
statistically consistent. The following pathological situation is one
where such voting is particularly misleading, in that voting based
on gene trees arising from several species trees always ranks the
true tree last.

Definition 5 (Degnan and Rosenberg, 2006). A wicked forest W is a
set of at least two species trees,with distinct topologies but defined
on the same set of taxa X , such that for all �i, �j 2 W with i 6= j,
the gene tree T j

M matching �j is an AGT for �i.

The first set of trees noticed to form awicked forest had six taxa
and was given by Degnan and Rosenberg (2006). Their discovery
was motivated by trying to find examples of trees that were AGTs
yet were less balanced than the matching tree. Rosenberg and
Tao (2008) fully characterized wicked forests for five-taxon trees,
the smallest number of taxa for which wicked forests exist. The
maximum number of trees that can form a wicked forest for n > 5
taxa is not known. An example of a wicked forest with three trees
is shown in Fig. 2 and is based on swapping two-taxon clades in the
trees.

To compute and compare the probabilities of various gene trees
under the coalescent model, we need further technical notions.

We treat all trees as directed graphs, with all edges directed
away from the root (except, in species trees, for the ‘‘edge’’
ancestral to the root). Since we depict trees with the root placed
above the leaves, we use terminology such as ‘ancestral’ and
‘above,’ or ‘descendent’ and ‘below’ interchangeably to describe
directed relationships of nodes and edges.

Under the coalescent model on a species tree � = ( , �)
on X , all gene trees T on X are realizable. That is, P� (T ) > 0
for all T . To compute P� (T ) one considers the various ways in
which T is realizable. This may be done at several levels of detail.

Themost detailed non-metric characterizationwould be to specify
coalescent histories with in-population rankings, in which for each
node of T one indicates an edge of  on which the coalescent
event that node described occurred, as well as an ordering to the
coalescent events within each species tree edge. (These are called
instantiations of coalescent histories by Degnan and Salter, 2005.)

A less detailed level is to specify coalescent histories, where the
ranking of coalescent events on edges is not recorded. This is the
key notion used by Degnan and Salter (2005) for the computation
of gene tree probabilities (with adjustments for the count of
possible in-population rankings).

Finally, a population history is an even cruder summary. It
records only the number of coalescent events on the edge, but does
not record which lineages coalesced. To the best of our knowledge,
this concept has not been used in previous works studying species
trees and gene trees, though it plays an essential role in our
arguments.

To formalize these notions, it is useful to encode the topology of
a tree through the ancestral relationships of its nodes. LetVT denote
the set of nodes of a rooted tree T (either a gene or species tree),
and IT ⇢ VT the subset of internal nodes. Let

↵ij =
⇢
1 if node i is ancestral or equal to node j,
0 otherwise.

This indicator function ↵ on VT ⇥ VT fully encodes the topology of
T . Labeling the edges of T by the label of their end nodes, ↵ also
gives indicators of ancestral relationships between edges.

Definition 6 (Degnan and Salter, 2005). Let� = ( , �) be a species
tree and T a gene tree on X , with |X | = n. A coalescent history for T
is an (n � 1)-tuple h = hT = (hi)i2IT with each hi 2 I satisfying

(1) for all i 2 IT , the set of leaves descended from node i of T is a
subset of the set of leaves descended from node hi of ; i.e., for
all leaf labels k, ↵ik = 1 implies ↵hik = 1, and

(2) if node i is ancestral to node j on T , then node hi is ancestral or
equal to node hj on � ; i.e., ↵ij = 1 implies ↵hihj = 1.

The set of coalescent histories for a species tree with topology  
and a gene tree T is denoted H ,T .

Conceptually, such a history records that the coalescent event
forming node i of the gene tree occurs in the population
immediately above node hi of the species tree. Condition (1)
thus encodes the idea that coalescences must predate the most
recent common ancestor of the populations fromwhich they were
sampled. Condition (2) ensures that the sequence of coalescences
is consistent with the topology of the gene tree; e.g., if a gene tree
displays subtree ((a, b), c), then c cannot coalesce with (a, b) in
population i unless a and b have coalesced either in population i or
one of its descendant populations in the species tree.

A coalescent history can be viewed as an event under the
coalescentmodel.Moreover,H ,T gives a partition of the event that
the gene tree is T into disjoint subevents h. Although by definition
P(T ,h) = P(h), for clarity we prefer to include the redundant

A ‘wicked forest’ of  three trees on eight leaves  (from Degan and Rosenberg 2006).

A wicked forest is a set W of  distinct rooted binary trees having the same leaf  
set, so that  for all ordered pairs T, T’ of  distinct trees: T (regarded as a gene 
tree) in W, is an AGT for T’  (regarded as a species tree for suitably chosen 
edge lengths). 

Theorem [Degnan, J.H.  and Rhodes, J.A. (T.P.B. 2015)]
A caterpillar tree cannot be an AGT (so there are no caterpillars in a wicked forest).

Question: How large can a wicked forest be for n species?
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Trees or networks?

“molecular phylogeneticists will have failed to find 
the ‘true tree’ not because their methods are 
inadequate or because they have chosen the wrong 
genes, but because the history of life cannot 
properly be represented as a tree.”
W. F. Doolittle, 1999



An alternative view
n A ‘central tendency’ tree with 

transfers between its branches

Koonin, E. (2015). The Turbulent 
network dynamics of  microbial 
evolution and the statistical Tree of  
Life. J. Mol. Evol., (in press)

Eugene Koonin, NCBI

From: Kunin et al.(2005) The net of  life: Reconstructing the microbial phylogenetic network



LGT stochastic models
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Independent random transfers from from x to y at rate   
with copy of gene from x replacing copy of gene from y.  

�(x, y, t) = �(b(x), b(y))

�(x, y, t) = �

�(x, y, t) = �(d(x, y))

�(x, y, t)

Simple ‘vanilla’ model:

More refined models:

NT := total number of transfers in T

Vanilla model: NT ⇠ Po(µT ), µT = �LT



Simple case (n=3)
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a            b       c

P(T = a|bc) = 1
3 · p+ 1 · (1� p)

P(T = b|ac) = P(T = c|ab) = 1
3 · p



Still n=3, but what if there another lineage is 
present?
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a ⇤ c

time t{b,c}

b

⇢

�2

�1

t(⇢)

0

A main difference from ILS: additional lineages can matter!

‘moving’ vs ‘fixing transfers’



Zone of inconsistency
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Theorem



Species tree inference
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There is a statistically consistent estimator of the species tree under the random LGT 
model if the expected number G of LGTs per gene is ‘not too high’.

Example:   for Yule species trees with n leaves the following suffices:

Theorem [Roch and Snir, 2013; Steel, Linz, Huson, Sanderson 2013]

Particular case:  [Steel, Linz, Huson, Sanderson]
Take n =200 (Yule-shape tree), and suppose each gene is transferred on average 
10 times.  Then the species tree is identifiable from sufficiently many gene trees.  

G  n� 2

3 ln(n/2)

Moreover, N = W(ln n) gene trees suffice (Roch+Snir, 2013)
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species tree/network gene trees extant gene 
trees DNA sequences

incomplete lineage sorting

lateral gene transfer

extinction/
sampling

site substitutions

Overview: Stochastic models in phylogenetics
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Group Taxa Loci % 
Missing

Citation

Metazoa 77 150 55 Dunn et al. 2008

Papilionoid 
legumes

2228 39 96 McMahon and 
Sanderson 2006

Asterales 4954 5 91 Smith et al. 2009

Eukaryotes 73060 13 92 Goloboff et al. 
2009



Decisiveness

Let T be a phylogenetic tree with leaf  set X.

n A collection S = {Y1, . . . , Yk} of  subsets of  X, with union X is decisive for a 
tree T if  T is the only tree that displays the induced trees  T|Y1, . . . , T|Yk.

n S is phylogenetically decisive if it is decisive for every 
phylogenetic X-tree. 

Michelle McMahon       Michael Sanderson



a x x
b x x
c x x
d x
e x

e

a b c

d b

a c d

e

There are 6, like that below, 
where the taxon coverage is 
decisive 

...and 9, like that below, 
where it is not decisive

Of  the 15 possible binary 
unrooted trees for this data 
set...

Example: phylogenetically decisive (for some but not all 
trees)



a x x x x
b x x x
c x x x
d x x x
e x x x

Example: phylogenetically decisive (for all trees)



Theorem [S+Sanderson 2010]:    

Combinatorial characterization

S is phylogenetically decisive
()
for all partitions of X into four blocks, there is some
Yi 2 S that contains a point from each block.



pxj = probability taxon x is 
present at loci j.

Modelling random taxon coverage

Choices made independently for k loci to get a 
pattern S of  taxon coverage (n, pxj, k).



Theorem
For any rooted binary tree T with n leaves, with coverage probability p, 
the probability that a set S of k (random) taxon sets is phylogenetically
decisive for T is at least 1 - ε if

Simplest model  (Uniform coverage:                                             )

k � ln((n� 2)/✏)

� log(1� p3)
⇠ ln(n/✏)

p3

Phylogenetic decisive (for all trees) holds if

k �
ln(

�n
3

�
/✏)

� log(1� p3)
⇠ 3 ln(n/✏)

p3

Fairly close necessary lower bounds on k also exist.

pxj = p for all x, j



Then 57 loci suffice and that at least 49 may be required.

Suppose n = 100 and we expect 50% coverage of  taxa. 

How many loci do we need to be 95% certain that if  we 
reconstruct a (sub)tree for each loci correctly then they will 
collectively define the underlying tree on all 100 taxa? 

Example:



• How close to decisiveness in real data-sets?

Applications to biological data

• Patchy taxon coverage also implies the existence of  ‘terraces’ 
of  equally optimal ML trees 

Eg. Bouchenak-Khelladi et	al.	2008 [Grasses]
298	taxa,	3	loci.	61	million	trees

By removing 12 of 298 original taxa, terrace size reduced from 61 million trees 
to one tree.

Sanderson, McMahon and Steel (2011). Terraces in phylogenetic tree space. Science 333: 448-450.



species tree/network gene trees extant gene 
trees

DNA sequences

incomplete lineage sorting

lateral gene transfer

extinction/sampling site substitutions

mushroomcat daisy rice bacteria

mushroom

cat daisy rice

bacteria

ρ

(b)(a)

mushroomcat daisy rice bacteria

mushroom

cat daisy rice

bacteria

⇢

Cat..……… CCCGTCGTT….
Daisy …..... CAGCATCAGT…
Rice….. GACCGGCGTT…
Mushroom.. GCGCAGCGTT 
Bacteria… AAACAGCGTT

‘site’ or ‘character’

Overview: Stochastic models in phylogenetics



Models and statistical consistency

n Sites evolve i.i.d according to a continuous-time Markov process  
(rate at site may be sampled according to some distribution).

n Identifiability of tree from sites (from distribution on site patterns) 
holds under certain mild conditions (so ML consistent).

n With a ‘molecular’ clock, there is an easy proof of (general) statistical 
consistency of tree inference.
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The impact of short and long edges

↵ �yy
r

A

B

C

D

t

T

Infinite state model*
as t ! 0, k grows at rate 1

t
Finite state model

as t ! 0, k grows at rate 1
t2

k = sequence length needed to accurately 
reconstruct this tree  

as T grows, k grows at rate exp(cT )

but if T = t then as t ! 0, k grows at the rate 1
t

What about is t shrinks?

*Kimura’s infinite alleles model
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Deep divergences

?

T4

e

T3

T2T1

time

Fungi

Choanoflagellates

Arthropods

Nematodes

Deuterostomes

Platyhelminthes

Actinopter
MammaliaCnidaria

Monosiga ovata

Cryptococcus
Phanerochaete

Ustilago

Schizosaccharomyces

Saccharomyces

Candida

Paracooccidioides

Gibberella

Magnaporth
Neurospora

Glomus

Neocallimastix

Schistosoma mansoni
Schistosoma japonicum

FasciolaEchinococcus

Dugesia

Strongyloides

Caenorhabditis briggsae
Caenorhabditis elegans

Ancylostoma
Pristionchus

Brugia

Ascaris
Heterodera

Trichinella

Glossina

Drosophila
Anopheles

Monosiga brevicollis

Urochordata

Echinodermata

Ctenophora

Meloidogyne

Tardigrades

Chelicerata

HemipteraHymenoptera

Coleoptera

Siphonaptera
Lepidoptera

Crustacea
Annelida

MolluscaCephalochordata

T

Question: How do these two factors 
(short, long) interact?

k = ⇥

✓
1

✏2

◆

k = ⇥

✓
exp(cT )

n

◆

k = ⇥

✓
exp(cT )⇥ 1

✏2

◆



Information-theoretic question: 
n How many sites are needed to accurately reconstruct a tree?

) k � c · log(n)
b(n) = 2⌦(n log(n))

#data-sets of k characters for n species, over an r-letter alphabet

= (rn)k = rnk
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Theorem (Infinite-alleles model) 

If max{p(e)} = P < 1
2 ,min{p(e)} = p > 0,

then order log(n)
p characters su�ce.

Theorem (2-state model) 

If max{p(e)} = P < 1
2

⇣
1� 1p

2

⌘
,min{p(e)} = p > 0,

then order log(n)
p2 characters su�ce.



Putting the pieces together

species tree/network gene trees extant gene 
trees

DNA sequences

incomplete lineage sorting

lateral gene transfer

extinction/
sampling

site substitutions

Sometimes controversial 

Mirarab, S., Bayzid,  M.S., Boussau, B, Warnow, T. (2014), Statistical binning enables an 
accurate coalescent-based estimation of  the avian tree. Science 346, 1250463. 

Liu L, Edwards S.V. (2015), Comment on “Statistical binning enables an accurate 
coalescent-based estimation of  the avian tree”. Science 2015; 350 :171.



Combining processes: ILS + site substitution

Apply MLETransform (corrected) sequence 
dissimilarities and use these to build a 
‘best fit’ tree

Roch and Steel (2015) Theor. Pop. Biol. Dasarathy, Nowak, and Roch (2014)

Statistically consistent 
estimator of  tree topology

Statistically inconsistent estimator 
of  tree topology

Both involve model 
mis-specification

Sequences for each 
gene (gene trees 
might be different 
because of  ILS)

concatenation
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